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Abstract-One
of the major problems in OFDMbased multiple access schemes is uplink synchronization. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for the
blind estimation of multi-user OFDM synchronization
parameters. Our method assumes that all users employ the same pulse shaping filter and uses secondorder statistics only. The proposed approach provides
high-resolution estimates in the sense of being able t o
resolve closely spaced time-frequency offsets. Finally,
we provide simulation results demonstrating the performance of our algorithm.
1. M O T I V A T I O N AND I N T R O D U C T I O N

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
[1]-[6] is part of the European digital audio broadcasting (DAB) standard. It is under investigation for digital video broadcasting (DVB) [7], and it is employed for
high-bit-rate digital subscriber services on twisted-pair
channels such as in the asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL) standard. To a lesser extent, OFDM
has also been considered for mobile radio applications
13, 6, 8, 9, 101.
One of the major problems in OFDM-based multiple access schemes [6, 8, 9, 101 is synchronization on
the system uplink (mobile to base station). On the
downlink (base station t o mobile) multi-user synchronization is easy t o achieve, because the signals corresponding to the different mobiles all originate from the
same source (base station). Methods for downlink synchronization have been proposed for example in [11][13]. If one of the mobiles is not synchronized on the
downlink, the other users will not suffer from this failure. On the uplink, however, if one of the mobiles
is not synchronized there will be interference between
the users since the incoming signals are multiplexed in
the base station. In [14] a random access protocol for
uplink time-synchronization of multiple access OFDM
has been proposed. A pilot symbol based approach
for multi-user OFDM uplink synchronization has been
provided in [8]. The use of pilot symbols or training
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data, however, reduces the data rate.
In this paper, we introduce an algorithm for the blind
high-resolution estimation of time-frequency offsets in
the uplink of multiple access OFDM systems. Unlike
the methods proposed in [14,8], our approach does not
make use of training sequences or pilot symbols. We
assume that all users employ the same pulse shaping filter, which is known t o the receiver (base station). The
novel algorithm uses second-order statistics only, and
provides high-resolution estimates in the sense of being
able to resolve closely spaced time-frequency offsets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
describes the OFDM multiple access scheme and provides our assumptions and the problem statement. Section 3 presents the estimation algorithm. Section 4
provides simulation results, and Section 5 concludes
the paper.
2. M U L T I P L E A C C E S S OFDM

The OFDM multiple access scheme considered in this
paper has first been proposed in [8, 101. We assume
that the total available bandwidth is divided into N
subcarriers (which are allowed t o overlap in frequency)
and each of the K users is assigned one or several of the
subcarriers during a specified transmission time. After
this transmission time the frequency assignment can
be changed. In the following we make two simplifying
assumptions:
e

each user is assigned one subcarrier, i.e., K = N .

e

the frequency assignment is kept constant over
time.

The equivalent baseband signal of the i-th user is given
by
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where ci,l denotes the i-th user’s d a t a symbols, g[n]is
the pulse shaping filter, and M is the symbol duration.
Note that we are assuming that all users employ the
same pulse shaping filter. For M > N , the OFDM
system is said t o employ a time-frequency guard region [15, 161. The use of time-frequency guard regions
reduces spectral efficiency [6]. However, the resulting
advantages such as increased dispersion robustness [6]
and the possibility to perform blind equalization [17]
and blind synchronization [13]generally motivate their
use. In the absence of distortions, orthogonality between the users holds if

[ 3
A(gig)[k,0)

where
= Cr=-, g[n]g[n- k]e-jZrne denotes the auto-ambiguity function of g[n][18].
Assumptions. Throughout this paper the influence
of channel dispersions will be neglected. The uncertainty in the arrival times of the individual signals
si[n](i = 0,1, ..., N - I) will be modeled as a timeshift, and the unknown carrier frequency offsets are
accounted for by frequency shifts. The signal received
at the base station is therefore given by
N-1
fiej2r@%z[n

- nil + p [ n ]

N-1

i=O

M

l=-CC

g [ n - ni - ZM - T]+ .,[TI,

(3)

+

ei = Oi + $. From ( 3 ) it follows that c,[n
M , T ] = c , [ n , ~ ]for every 7, which implies cyclostationarity of r [ n ] .There are several possibilities of evok-

where

ing cyclostationarity in a multi-user OFDM signal, for
example by using time-frequency guard regions (i.e.
M > N ) or by employing pulse shaping.
For a fixed lag T, the correlation function c , [ n , ~ ]
can be expanded into a Fourier series with respect
to n with the Fourier series coefficients C,[k,.r] =
1
M-1
c,.[n, 7 ] e - j g k n given by

A(g3g)
ZM, - = 6[1]6[k], 1 E Z,k E [O,N - 11,

r[n]=

said to be second-order cyclostationary (CS) with period M if c,[n + M,T]
= c r [ n , 7 ][19]. Using (1) and
(2) it can be shown that

N-1

i=O

(2)

i=O

with the power Pi,the time-delays ni E Z,and the fre(i = 0,1, ..., N quency offsets &, where lei1 <
1). Furthermore, p [ n ] is wide-sense-stationary noise
which is assumed t o be independent of the data symbols. The correlation function of the noise process is
given b y l c , [ ~ ]= E { p [ n ] p * [ n- TI}. The data symbols
are taken from a finite complex alphabet and satisfy
&{ci,lcf,l,} = azS[i - i’]S[Z - Z’]. We furthermore assume that the base station knows the pulse shaping
filter g [ n ] and the variance cf. This knowledge constitutes the basis for the estimation algorithms discussed
in the paper. Finally, we assume that time-frequency
guard regions are employed, i.e., M > N .
Problem statement. In order to synchronize the
N different mobiles it is necessary to estimate the parameters ni and Bi from the received signal r[.]. In
the following, we are aiming at computationally efficient estimates that do not require knowledge of the
distributions of x[n]and p [ n ] , and apply to the blind
or nondata-aided scenario.

&

where S M [ ~ =
] Cz-,S[k - s M ] . Since g [ n ] and a.,“
are known to the base station their influence can be
eliminated by defining

s)

where Z := { [ k , . r ] l A ( g ? g ) [ ~ , # O } . We thus have
N-1

for [ k , ~ E] Z. Since C [ ~ , T is] known only on 1,th”;
pulse shaping filter g[n]should be designed such that
A ( g 3 g ) [T,
does not vanish on the points of interest.
] be interpreted as the 2-D corNote that C [ ~ , Tcan
relation function of a superposition of N 2-D statistically independent complex sinusoids (CISOIDS) in
noise. The problem of estimating the OFDM multiuser synchronization parameters ni and Oi has therefore
been reduced to the estimation of the 2-D CISOID frequencies
and Q . Now, the estimation of the synchronization parameter pairs (ni,&) can be decoupled into
two independent 1-D problems. The resulting two decoupled parameter sets have to be combined t o correct
parameter pairs [20], which may be achieved by minimizing an appropriate cost function [21]. Employing
2-D Unitary ESPRIT [22, 231 (a closed-form 2-D angle
estimation algorithm) automatic pairing is achieved.
In the following we will not elaborate on the pairing

6)

3

3. BLIND ESTIMATION OF
SYNCHRONIZATION PARAMETERS
The correlation function of a nonstationary stochastic process is defined as cr[n,T ] = E { r [ n ] r * [ n - ~ with
]}
T being an integer lag parameter’. The signal r[n]is
‘ E stands for the expectation operator.
2For a stationary process the correlation function depends on
r only.

..
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(SNR) was defined as SNR = 10 log,, ( a : / a i ) , where
ai is the variance of the white noise process p [ n ] . All results were obtained by averaging over I = 200 indepen-

problem. Instead, we shall describe 1-D algorithms for
estimating the time-delays ni and the frequeny offsets
Bi, separately. The resulting parameter sets can be
paired using one of the methods suggested in [21, 231.
Estimation of the time-delays. For T = 0, the
2-D correlation function C [ k ,T ] reduces to the 1-D correlation function of a noisy superposition of N statistically independent 1-D CISOIDS with frequencies
and amplitudes &, i.e.,

dent Monte Carlo trials. Each realization consisted of
128 data symbols per user. The estimator performance
was measured in terms of average bias and mean sauare

Cfzi

and

delay estimator, and

N-1

- n)I2,respectively, for the time-

& CL;'

I~~~~[e,'"'

& xi=o
I-1 110
44 -011 , respectively,

a,

._

k

~ , [ I c ,=

1 L-l

for the frequency

n = [0 4 6 7 8 10 11 151
e = [o.o4 -0.03 0.06 -0.04 0.01 o -0.04 0.021
p = [1.77 2.25 1.00 1.44 4.00 1.21 1.00 3.241.

2

Now, from C[O,T] with 0 5 T 5 T
~ where
~
T~~~ 2 N , the frequency offsets 8i = ~i (i =
0,1, ..., N-1) can be estimated using a one-dimensional
high-resolution frequency estimation algorithm.
If paired estimates of the synchronization parameters ni and 8i are available, the power levels Pi can be
estimated by solving a linear system of equations.
Estimation of the cyclic statistics. The cyclic
statistics C,[IC,r] can be estimated from a finite data
record {r[n]}i=Aof length L according to

@]1 and

offset estimator. The time-frequency offsets and the
user power levels were chosen as

Note that here the 1-D correlation function C[lc,O] is
M-periodic in IC. Since we assumed that our system employs time-frequency guard regions, we have
M > N. Therefore, high-resolution algorithms such
as MUSIC or ESPRIT can be employed to estimate the
and hence the time-delays ni.
frequencies
Estimation of frequency offsets. For IC = 0, the
2-D correlation function C[IC,T] can be interpreted as
the 1-D correlation function of a noisy superposition
of N statistically independent 1-D CISOIDS with frequencies ~i and amplitudes
i.e.,
N-1

-

~

Furthermore, in both simulation examples the 1-D ESPRIT algorithm [24] has been used for estimating the
synchronization parameters.
Simulation Example 1. In the first simulation example we consider the estimation of frequency offsets.
The estimates of the cyclic statistics C^,[IC,T] were obtained using the entire data record. Fig. 1 shows the
average bias and the MSE of the frequency offset estimator as a function of the SNR. The results were
,
obtained
by applying the ESPRIT algorithm to C[O, r]
with 0 5 r 5 11. We can observe that the estimator
performance is more or less independent of the SNR.
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An estimate of C [ k ,T]is then obtained as
;

;
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Fig. 1: ( a ) Average Baas and (b) MSE of the
frequency offset estimator as a f u n c t i o n of the
SNR an dB.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results demonstrating the performance of the proposed estimators.
We simulated an OFDM multiple access scheme with
K = N = 8 users, symbol length M = 16, and pulse
shaping filter length 96. The data symbols were i.i.d.
4-PSK symbols with
= 4. The signal-to-noise-ratio

Simulation Example 2. In the second simulation
example, we investigate the effect of the length L of
the data record used for estimating the cyclic statistics
C^,[k,r] on the performance of the time-delay estimator. For SNR = 9dB, Fig. 2 shows the average bias
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and the MSE of the time-delay estimator as a function
of the data record length. (Note that in Fig. 2 the
length of the data record has been specified in OFDM
symbols. The actual length of the data record is therefore obtained by multiplying the number of symbols
by 16). The estimates were obtained from C [ k ,01 with
0 5 IC 5 15. We can see that the performance of the
estimator improves with increasing data record length.
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Fig. 2: (a) Average baas and (b) MSE of the
tame-delay estimator as a function of the data record
length (specified in O F D M symbols).
5. CONCLUSION

We introduced a high-resolution method for the blind
estimation of OFDM multi-user synchronization parameters. Our approach assumes that all users employ the same pulse shaping filter and relies on secondorder statistics of the signal received at the base station. We provided algorithms for the separate estimation of time-delays and frequency offsets. The novel
method is computationally efficient and exhibits low
noise sensitivity. Simulation results were provided to
demonstrate the performance of our algorithm.
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